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Bird Sense 2017 brings together a distinguished list of international researchers to explore how birds
perceive the varying landscapes in which they live, and how we might tackle challenges faced in welfare,
conservation, and from anthropogenic change.

Birds inhabit every continent of the world and virtually all available ecological niches, from cities to the
frozen tundra, from tropical rainforests to deserts, and from mountain ranges to the ocean. They eat
fruits and insects; snails and worms; cereal grains and plants; mammals and fish; beeswax; sap, and
nectar. But in our human-modified world birds face many challenges their ancestors did not: the glass
fronts of tall buildings, wind turbines and power lines, artificial daylight that turns night to day; and
noisy air traffic that moves faster than any of their natural predators. But birds also cause conflicts for
humans: they can be major pests of crops and cause nuisance in urban settings. Some birds are thriving;
others are struggling. Together, we hope to formulate questions, instruments and analyses to capture
how birds make sense of their changing world.

Organised by Dr Hannah Rowland, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology; Professor Innes Cuthill,
University of Bristol and Dr Tom Pike, University of Lincoln
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Bird behaviour in a changing world: with a special focus on bird senses
DAY 1 - 14 September 2017
08.30

REGISTRATION OPENS

09.00
Welcome by organisers
_____________________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 1: Visual and gustatory deterrents; noise and noise deterrents
Chair: Professor Eugeni Roura, The University of Queensland
________________________________________________________________________________
09.15

Applications of visual cues and postingestive consequences for managing birdagriculture interactions
Dr Scott J Werner, United States Department of Agriculture, APHIS Wildlife Services,
National Wildlife Research Center
Some wild birds cause economic losses to global agriculture, annually. We propose that nonlethal methods for the management of agricultural depredation can be developed by exploiting
the sensory ecology of pest birds in context of agricultural production. For example, red-winged
blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus L.) cognitively associate pre- and post-ingestive consequences
with visual feeding cues, and they reliably integrate visual and gustatory experience with
postingestive consequences to procure nutrients and avoid toxins. For red-winged blackbirds,
these visual feeding cues include ultraviolet wavelengths. Blackbirds avoided food treated with
an ultraviolet-absorbent (or ultraviolet-reflective) feeding cue subsequent to their exposure to
an ultraviolet-absorbent, postingestive feeding repellent. Thus, context-specific sensory cues
and their physiologically-paired consequences can be used to develop effective strategies for
the management of agricultural depredation.

09.35

Bitter taste perception in birds
Dr Hannah M Rowland, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology
Understanding how bird predators assess the chemical content of prey is relevant to our
understanding of the adaptive significance of prey with warning colours; it is also relevant to the
study of avian taste perception. Birds are often assumed to have a poor sense of taste because of
the reduced number of taste buds compared to other vertebrates (~300 in birds compared
to 9000 in humans). Birds also have a reduced taste receptor gene repertoire size compared to
other vertebrates. For example, domestic chickens have only three bitter taste receptor genes in
their genome (ggTas2r1, ggTas2r2 and ggTas2r7I) compared with 51 receptor genes in frogs.
Contrary to the assumption that birds have a poor sense of taste, I show that some chemicals
seem to be intrinsically aversive to birds, and that birds show concentration-dependent
responses to bitter-tasting chemicals. I used a colour-bias paradigm to examine the responses of
chickens to different concentrations of quinine, denatonium benzoate, quassia and
caffeine. This assessment of unlearned responses to naturally occurring defensive chemicals may
be an alternative method for assessing detection thresholds to the forced-choice solutionconsumption method.

Co-authors:
Jennifer Easley, Tony Fulford, Liisa Hämäläinen, Johanna Mappes and Rose Thorogood

09.55

Using targeted noise deterrents to reduce human avian conflicts
John Swaddle, College of William and Mary
Humans are changing the environment at unprecedented rates, which introduces conflict
between wildlife and humans over resource and habitat use. For example, in association with
industrial-scale agriculture birds cause billions of dollars of damage annually to crops and animal
feed, birds also cause over a billion dollars of damages each year to aviation industries due to
bird-strike, and the birds themselves are harmed in very large numbers because they collide with
tall human-made objects (buildings, communication towers, wind turbines) while in flight,
creating conservation concerns and regulatory barriers to economic development. In this talk, I
will present two ways in which we are using our knowledge of sensory ecology to reduce avianhuman conflict by (1) displacing birds away from economically sensitive areas (such as farms and
airports), and (2) making birds more aware of in-flight collision risks. In this first application, we
are masking auditory communication channels for birds by presenting spatially-constrained pink
noise that overlaps with birds’ hearing ranges. These “sonic nets” increase perceived predation
risk, presumably because the birds can barely hear predation cues, and birds largely leave these
areas to seek out quieter spots. We have seen long-term success of the sonic nets at several sites,
with no diminishing of responses perhaps because the learning normally associated with
habituation actually strengthens the link between real threats in the environment (i.e. predators)
and the presentation of the masking noise. In our second example, we have preliminary evidence
that coupled conspicuous auditory and visual cues act synergistically with each other to reduce
the risk of birds flying in to a strike surface. Birds exposed to our “acoustic lighthouse” more than
halved their flight velocities and altered their flight posture to enable greater manoeuvrability.
We have yet to test these latter ideas in field conditions, but plans are afoot.

10.15

How fast can a bird react to noise? A test of the speed of the Lombard effect in canaries
Sam Hardman, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology
Animals that use vocal signals to communicate often compensate for interference and masking
from background noise by raising the amplitude of their vocalisations. This response has been
termed the Lombard effect and has now been shown in a diverse range of taxa across the animal
kingdom. Yet despite this, little is known about how quickly animals can adjust the amplitude of
their vocalisations in response to unpredictable and fluctuating background noise levels. The
ability to respond quickly to increases in noise would allow animals to avoid signal masking and
ensure their calls continue to be heard, despite interruptions from high-amplitude noise. We
tested how quickly singing male canaries (Serinus canaria) exhibit the Lombard effect by exposing
them to short playbacks of white noise and measuring the speed of their responses. We show
that canaries exhibit the Lombard effect in as little as 300 ms after noise onset and are also able
to increase the amplitude of their songs mid-song and mid-phrase without pausing. Our results
demonstrate high vocal plasticity in this species and suggest that birds can adjust the amplitude
of their vocalisations very rapidly to ensure they can still be heard, even during sudden changes in
background noise levels.

10.35

TEA/COFFEE

11.00

DISCUSSION SESSION 1: Sensing the world as birds do
Chaired by Innes Cuthill and Hannah Rowland
Scientists are increasingly aware of how our sensory systems differ from those of the birds we
study; what are the areas where these differences may still impede our understanding of the
behaviour, evolution and ecology of birds? More broadly, how does understanding differences
between avian sensory systems and the sensory systems of other vertebrates improve our
understanding of the behaviour, evolution and ecology of vertebrate groups?

________________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 2: Collisions, motion detection and echolocation
Chair: Dr Francesco Bonadonna, CEFE-CNRS
_____________________________________________________________________________________
11.50

From secretary birds to white-headed vultures: finding your next meal while avoiding
a collision
Dr Steve J Portugal, Royal Holloway, University of London
The way in which birds hunt and forage is remarkably diverse. Two extreme examples are the
carrion-feeding old-world vultures (Aegypiinae), relying on vision and soaring flight to locate prey,
and the actively hunting Secretary birds (Sagittarius serpentarius), relying on walking and kicking
prey to death. The visual fields of the vultures have been shown to be adapted primarily to meet
two key perceptual challenges of their obligate carrion-feeding behaviour: scanning the ground
and preventing the sun’s image falling upon the retina. However, field observations have shown
that foraging White-headed vultures (Trigonoceps occipitalis) are not exclusively carrion-feeders;
they are also facultative predators of live prey. Such feeding is likely to present perceptual
challenges that are additional to those posed by carrion-feeding. We determined visual fields in
White-headed vultures and compared them with those of two species of carrion-eating Gyps
vultures. The visual field of White-headed vultures has more similarities with those of predatory
raptors (e.g. accipitrid hawks) than with the taxonomically more closely related Gyps vultures.
The broader binocular fields in White-headed vultures probably facilitate accurate placement and
timing of the talons when capturing evasive live prey, and may explain why they are less prone to
flying into man-made objects. Working with captive Secretary birds, we find that the peak force
demands of secretary bird kicking strikes are remarkably high, averaging 5.1 ± 0.9 body weights.
We further discovered that the kick-strikes involve exceptionally fast impacts, lasting only 15 ±
4.4 ms duration in contact. Such rapid impact time precludes the involvement of proprioceptive
feedback control within the contact period, especially considering the likely transmission delays
caused by exceptional leg length. We suggest, therefore, that Secretary bird hunting behaviour
must rely on visual targeting and feed-forward motor control within strike events, with
opportunity to correct for missed strikes only in subsequent kicks.

12.10

Back seat flyers: processing of visual motion information in the avian cerebellum and
its role in flight
Dr Doug Wylie, University of Alberta
This talk will review the connections and physiology of visual pathways to the cerebellum in birds
and consider the role of these pathways in flight. There are two visual pathways to the
cerebellum. One pathway is to the vestibulocerebellum (folia IXcd and X) and originates from two
retinal-recipient nuclei that process “optic flow” that occurs during self-motion: the nucleus of
the basal optic root and the pretectal nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (LM). The second is to the
oculomotor cerebellum (folia VI-VIII), which receives optic flow information, mainly from LM, but
also “local” visual motion information from the optic tectum, and other visual information from
the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (Glv). The tectum, LM and Glv are all intimately connected
with the pontine nuclei, which also project to the oculomotor cerebellum. I will show how this
rich integration of optic flow and local visual information in the cerebellum is important for
analyzing motion parallax that occurs during flight through cluttered environments. Finally the
specialization of this system in hummingbirds will be considered. The LM is hypertrophied in
hummingbirds (2 to 5X larger compared to other birds). This is likely due to an increase in the
processing demands associated with hovering flight through a cluttered environment while
feeding.

12.30

Do bird echolocation and conservation fly together?
Dr Signe Brinkløv, University of Southern Denmark and Aarhus University
Oilbirds and certain cave swiftlets are the only animal species outside of mammals known to use
echolocation, an ability which has likely evolved from their use of dark cavernous roost sites. The
fruit-eating nocturnal oilbird has extremely sensitive eyes and depends on moonlight as primary
sensory input but also emits echolocation signals while entering, exiting and maneuvering within
the roost. I will present acoustic data from a field study at Asa Wright Nature Centre in Trinidad,
comparing echolocation signals of oilbirds under different sets of ecological conditions and
highlighting two interesting features of this unusual avian sensory capacity. 1) Oilbirds tune their
echolocation to ambient light conditions and 2) the signals used by oilbirds in the wild do not
align with their most sensitive frequency area of hearing. While oilbirds and swiftlets may not be
as highly specialized for echolocation as are bats and toothed whales, these findings could hold
intriguing promise for avian echolocators as a model system for multi-sensory integration, refueling research efforts and, in turn, work favourably towards conservation purposes.

12.50

LUNCH

________________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 3: Translocations and conservation conflicts
Chair: Dr Dorothy E F McKeegan, University of Glasgow
_____________________________________________________________________________________
14.20

Sense-ible conservation translocations
Dr John G Ewen, Institute of Zoology, ZSL

Translocation is essentially a forced dispersal event with no evolutionary precedent. The process
removes most sense of individual control, along with representing a sequence of unpredictable
and novel events. In the short term this leads to acute stress. If the stressors persist it can
manifest as chronic stress, with negative impacts on many aspects of survival. Understanding this,
and working to reduce the stress and associated risks along the translocation pathway, is an
essential component of good translocation practice. A fundamental objective of conservation
translocations is that released individuals survive and contribute to the population. Research on
how best to move, release and support individuals should judge methods against this objective.
Additional fundamental objectives, including wider ecological functions, may then add to
selection criteria of what, or how, individuals are translocated. This is becoming increasingly
relevant as we learn more about individual variation in how animals interact with their
environment. We believe research on bird senses in a conservation context will best contribute
when fully embedded in the management decision making process. Therefore, in our
presentation we link two aspects of sensible conservation translocations. First, how do we use
our knowledge of bird senses to manage the translocation pathway. Second, how can behavioural
research make a meaningful contribution to conservation practice.
Co-authors:
Caitlin Andrews, Victoria Franks, Rose Thorogood & Kevin A Parker

14.40

Developing lights to prevent collisions with birds: more of a biological than a
technological challenge
Dr Esteban Fernandez-Juricic, Purdue University
Birds frequently collide with buildings, wind turbines, aircraft, power lines, solar panels,
automobiles, etc. Given their visually-guided behavior and their peculiar visual systems,
developing lighting “tuned” to their visual capacity has been proposed as a potential solution to
enhance their detection of objects, awareness, and avoidance behavior. I will explain some
lessons learned in the process of developing this new technology to minimize collisions between
birds and aircraft. The take-home message is that the main challenges are not associated with
engineers coming up with novel technology, but with filling gaps in our understanding of how
birds perceive visually approaching objects. These are the metrics that engineers need to tune
the lights. These gaps require information on different visual dimensions (visual acuity, temporal
visual resolution, visual field configuration, gaze projection, color vision, etc.), which have been
unevenly studied from a taxonomic perspective. This is a problem because of the large degree of
inter-specific variation in these visual dimensions. We chose to characterize for the very first time
all of these dimensions on a single bird species, and use the information to inform light
development. Our work led to novel questions that have never been addressed in the literature.
Overall, this experience suggests that developing deterrent technology tuned to the sensory
system of the target species requires novel conceptual frameworks, substantial empirical
information, and dedicated collaboration across disciplines.
Co-author: Bradley Blackwell, USDA

15.00

Sensitive birds in a noisy world: the impacts of noise pollution on sage-grouse
Dr Gail Patricelli, University of California, Davis
Noise from human activities is nearly ubiquitous and there is growing evidence that it may have
significant impacts on wildlife, including birds. Impacts can include a reduction in the ability to
detect predators, distraction, stress, and disruption of communication during important social
interactions, such as mate choice and parental care. However, not all species suffer similar
impacts—indeed some species seem to thrive in human-disturbed areas, while others disappear.
My team has been studying a species known to be extremely sensitive to human disturbance, the
greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus). To examine whether noise is contributing to
rapid declines in sage-grouse populations, we played noise from traffic and industrial
development (natural gas drilling) on breeding grounds called leks. We found dramatic declines in
sage-grouse attendance on experimental noise leks (29-73%), as well as evidence of chronic
stress and altered courtship behaviors. Our observational study of leks near development
indicates that the threshold of noise impacts is extremely low (~25 dBA). These results highlight
the challenges we will face in protecting sage-grouse and other sensitive species as human
activities further encroach into wild areas—including activities such as wind, solar, and other
“green” energy development. These results also highlight the need to study a diversity of species
and habitats, to improve our ability to predict and mitigate the impacts of noise on bird
populations.

15.20

TEA/COFFEE

15.45

DISCUSSION SESSION 2:
What can sensory ecology contribute to avian conservation and welfare?
Chaired by Steve Portugal and Tom Pike
We will discuss whether understanding the sensory abilities of birds has any predictive validity
toward understanding how they may cope with anthropogenic change and changes in welfare
practice, and how we might apply this to management decisions. We will also discuss if flexibility
(or lack of) in bird responses to humans is a conservation problem. Is this something we should
view as a symptom of conservation crisis, or a hopeful sign that we’re moving toward possible
coexistence? We will document which species, among those studied by conference attendees,
show particular lack of flexibility, and what anthropogenic and welfare challenges they face.

16.30

Avian phylogenomic resources
Professor David W Burt, Director UQ Genomics Initiative

16.40

Poster speed talks

17.00

Drinks reception and poster session

18.30

SYMPOSIUM DINNER (Prince Albert Suite)

DAY 2 - 15 September 2017
09.00
Welcome and introduction to Day 2
_____________________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 4: Feathers and welfare
Chair: Dr Charles Deeming, University of Lincoln
_____________________________________________________________________________________
09.15

Cellular and molecular specialization to mechanoreception in the duck bill
Dr Slav Bagriantsev, Yale University
Tactile specialist birds of the Anatidae family can efficiently select edible matter in muddy water
relying on the sense of touch in their bill. Mechanical stimuli are detected by and transmitted
from the bill by somatosensory afferents from trigeminal ganglia. Here, we explored evolutionary
changes that contribute to the enhancement of mechanosensitivity in tactile foraging ducks at
the level of somatosensory neurons. We show that mechanoreceptors constitute the majority of
neurons in duck trigeminal ganglia, and that they develop at the expense of pain- and
temperature receptors, following a non-canonical pattern of expression of the neurotrophic
factor receptors of the Trk family. Direct mechanical stimulation of duck mechanoreceptors
evokes high-amplitude depolarizing current with low threshold of activation, high signal
amplification gain, and slow kinetics of inactivation. Together, these factors contribute to
efficient conversion of light mechanical stimuli into neuronal excitation. We show that the
mechano-gated ion channel Piezo2 is robustly expressed in duck trigeminal mechanoreceptors,
and that it contributes to the generation of the mechano-activated currents. Our results reveal
cellular and molecular adaptations that shape acute mechanosensitivity of a tactile specialist bird
in an organ-specific manner.

09.35

The role of allopreening in social relationships
Elspeth Kenny, University of Sheffield
Group living requires complex behaviours to cope with competition, such as grooming other
group members (allogrooming) to build social relationships. In primate groups, allogrooming and
the subsequent social relationships have direct fitness benefits on participants, but in birds, the
role of allogrooming (or allopreening) and the potential for long-term relationships between
group members, and the consequent impact on fitness, have rarely been tested. Common
guillemots (Uria aalge) breed more densely than any other bird, allopreen nearby conspecifics,
and show high site fidelity and longevity. This creates the opportunity to become familiar with,
and form relationships with, surrounding birds. We tested the hypothesis that familiarity with
adjacent breeders positively affects fledging success in these densely packed colonies. Using data
from a ringed colony of Common guillemots on Skomer Island, UK, we found that for young and
inexperienced breeders, familiarity with neighbouring breeders was associated with higher
reproductive success. Combined with behavioural observations, our findings suggest that
allopreening increases with the duration of time breeders have known each other, which in turn
positively affects reproductive success. This is the first study to suggest that colonial birds gain
fitness benefits from non-breeding relationships, and demonstrates that understanding colony
social dynamics is integral to predicting how populations will respond to the changing climate.

09.55

Sensing somatic state
Professor Melissa Bateson, Newcastle University
The majority of talks at this meeting focus on senses that provide birds with information about
the state of their external world, but we humans also have a sense or senses that provide us with
information about the state of our own bodies; a sense called interoception. In primates, there is
a central cortical representation of the state of the body that is the basis for the subjective
evaluation of ‘how you feel’. This includes multi-sensory information about temperature, pain,
itch, tickle, sensual touch, muscular and visceral sensations, hunger, thirst, taste and air hunger.
This central integrated representation of how we feel is an important input into the behavioural
decision-making necessary to maintain homeostasis and effect strategic allocation of somatic
resources (e.g. anticipatory pacing in running). A central representation of somatic state would,
on the face of it, be useful to many animal species including birds. Indeed, many optimality
models in behavioural ecology include state variables, such as biological age, that require animals
to have access to information about their general somatic state. However, there is currently no
literature that explicitly addresses whether birds have an interoceptive sense of the type
identified in humans. In my talk I will discuss the kinds of evidence that might be used to infer
whether birds have a central representation of how they feel.

10.15

Pressure perception in poultry: welfare implications
Dr Dorothy E F McKeegan, University of Glasgow
Around 50 billion chickens are slaughtered worldwide each year so their welfare is an important
issue. Low Atmospheric Pressure Stunning (LAPS) is a novel approach to pre-slaughter stunning in
which poultry are rendered unconscious by gradual decompression (hypobaric hypoxia). While
this approach has welfare advantages, there are concerns that LAPS could induce discomfort or
pain. While hypobaria cannot be sensed directly, birds have central and arterial chemoreceptors
which are sensitive to changes in arterial oxygenation resulting in a hypoxic ventilatory response.
We measured behavioural and physiological responses of chickens to LAPS to investigate the
likelihood of breathlessness (a negative affective experience relating to respiration with multiple
qualities). In humans, these include respiratory effort, air hunger and chest tightness but it is not
clear whether these apply equally to birds, which have a unique respiratory system with complex
multi directional air flows through the lungs and air sacs. We also examined the potential for pain
caused by expansion of air trapped in the body cavity during LAPS. Collectively, the results
suggest that in welfare terms, LAPS is equivalent to normobaric hypoxia and thus may fulfil the
criteria for absence of avoidable pain, distress and suffering until the loss of consciousness.

10.35

TEA/COFFEE

11.00

DISCUSSION SESSION 3:
Can birds evolve their way out of the environmental crises we impose on them?
Chaired by Gail Patricelli and John Swaddle
We will discuss whether anthropogenic change is resulting in evolutionary responses in avian
sensory systems. For instance, to what extent do birds rely on specific sensory strategies for
foraging, and how adaptable are these across the current conditions they face- during migration,

breeding, habitats with different competitors, etc? We will also cover topics such as the
relationships between noise and vocalizations, and whether this is caused by evolution in urban
birds, or developmental/behavioural plasticity? Given that many birds that are found in urban
areas are also found in rural areas, we will also discuss issues such as the role of small population
sizes in cities, gene flow in and out of cities, etc.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 5: Gourmets and perfumiers
Chair: Dr Scott J Werner
_____________________________________________________________________________________
11.50

Taste, feathers and welfare
Associate Professor Eugeni Roura, The University of Queensland
When given a choice, birds are able to select nutrients to fulfil their individual requirements.
However, commercial feeds are based on the principle that one feed formulation must cover the
requirements of all the birds in a flock. That is likely to cause marginal nutrient deficiencies and
specific appetites which, in turn, may result in the development of aberrant feeding behaviours
such as feather pecking (FP). FP is synonymous of economic and major welfare problems in the
poultry industry. With the hypothesis that marginal nutrient deficiencies may trigger FP
outbreaks, we studied differences in specific dietary appetites between FP and non-feather
pecking (NFP) birds. We have discovered that FP birds crave for some dietary essential (e.g. Met)
and non-essential (e.g. Gln) amino acids (AA) which robustly relate to the protein composition of
feathers. In addition, AA sensing and transport genes were also found differentially expressed
between the two groups. In contrast, NFP birds have higher appetite for glucose, an event likely
related to the stress of being pecked. We also explored other specific appetites related to fatty
acids and non-starch polysaccharides which overall indicate that the improvement of dietary
nutrient balances has the potential to prevent FP in laying hens.
Co-author: Sungbo Cho, The University of Queensland

12.10

Sweet and umami taste preferences in birds
Dr Maude Baldwin, Max Plank Institute for Ornithology
Birds, like other vertebrates, rely on taste both to select food that is nutritious and to avoid
ingesting toxins. For many mammals, carbohydrates and amino acids are appetitive stimuli,
eliciting the distinct tastes of sweet and savory (umami). These tastes are mediated in mammals
via members of the T1R taste receptor family: T1R1+T1R3 detects amino acids, and T1R2+T1R3
detects sugars. In birds, the sweet-specific subunit T1R2 has been lost, and the umami receptor in
hummingbirds has been repurposed and responds to carbohydrates. While many birds show
preferences for carbohydrates, avian umami preferences are not well studied, and whether
hummingbirds still detect or prefer amino acids is not known. To begin to understand avian
umami perception, we assayed the response of T1R1+T1R3 heterodimers of different bird species
to a panel of amino acids, and tested the behavioral responses of hummingbirds and chickens in
brief-access trials. Describing the neuroanatomical basis of avian gustatory processing, together
with an expanded profiling of both the carbohydrate and amino acid composition of fruits and
nectar will be necessary to understand both the evolution of the taste system and the
physiological and ecological aspects governing bird diet choice in a changing world.

12.30

Anatomical and functional specialization of the trigeminal system in diving
and dabbling ducks
Dr Eve Schneider, Yale University School of Medicine
Broadly, sensory systems have adapted so that senses carrying the most salient information have
the largest anatomical representation. For instance, when compared across orders brain regions
encoding tactile or visual information are larger in bird species that use tactile or visual foraging
strategies. Likewise, mechanoreceptors in the bill and functional sensitivity of trigeminal neurons
innervating the bill are increased in tactile specialist birds from different orders, compared with
visual specialists. However, within a given family of birds, the situation is more complicated. For
instance, ducks within family Anatidae often change their diet during development, migration, or
breeding, which requires flexible foraging ability. This led us to ask whether anatomical and
functional differences in the trigeminal system underlying tactile foraging can be detected in
closely related species of Anatidae with different foraging strategies, thus providing evidence of
comparatively recent adaptations. Preliminarily, our findings suggest in species from five genera
within Anatidae, anatomical and functional adaptations of the bill and trigeminal system are
consistent with a tactile foraging strategy, with a few notable exceptions. By studying adaptations
underlying tactile specialization in closely related species we hope to gain insight into which part
of the touch pathway is the most plastic.

12.50

The lords of the perfumes
Dr Francesco Bonadonna, CEFE-CNRS
It was a dark and stormy night when a petrel seabird appeared in the light beam of my headlamp, and immediately found the entrance of its nest burrow. How was it possible in the compete
darkness of a moonless night? Birds in general rarely display obvious olfactory-driven behaviours,
and at that time only olfactory orientation of homing pigeons was deeply investigated. However,
the idea that chemical cues could have been behind that petrels’ ability arose. Most of my work
started from there. My talk will be a storytelling about those results from my research group that
contributed, little by little, at spreading research on birds’ olfaction in all its forms. Evidence,
which relates to many aspects of petrels’ ecology, provides a (almost) comprehensive case study
of avian behaviour relying on chemical cues. Odours over the sea guide petrels during navigation.
Odours at the colony allow recognition and nest finding. Personal odours, reflecting species,
identity, and kin, may be used for communication and mate choice. These results indicate that
oldest communication channel in living organisms is still present, functional, and valuable in bird
species, and it works in synergy with colours, calls and songs, in avian behaviours.

13.10

LUNCH

______________________________________________________________________________
SESSION 6: Birds in a changing world
Chair: Professor Melissa Bateson, Newcastle University
_____________________________________________________________________________________
14.20

Seabird navigation: some parts of the puzzle
Professor Tim Guilford, University of Oxford

Most work on long-distance orientation and navigation in birds has been directed towards
terrestrial species, and whilst controversies remain at several scales, biologists have a good
understanding of the sensory basis of the map and compass elements of terrestrial navigation.
Over the oceans, where many seabirds routinely traverse huge distances to feed or migrate, and
where the environment can be dynamic, supposedly featureless, and certainly less well
understood, the navigational challenges may be different. Here we discuss our own recent
experiments on long-distance movements in shearwaters to provide an emerging view on at least
some parts of the puzzle of oceanic navigation.
Co-author Oliver Paget, University of Oxford

14.40

Living with illuminated nights: the impact of artificial light at night on bird behaviour
Professor Marcel E Visser, Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO)
Nocturnal illumination leads to disturbance of natural habitats and there is accumulating
evidence for – often negative – impact of artificial light. The current, worldwide change to LED
outdoor lighting allows for custom-built spectra which can be designed to minimize this impact.
To experimentally assess the effects of light with different spectra on bird behaviour we put up
120 light posts at forest edges using three different spectra: white, green and red light, as well as
dark control sites. Additionally, we study bird behaviour under nocturnal illumination in
controlled laboratory settings. Daily activity patterns are strongly affected under controlled
conditions but much less so in the wild. Sleep, and its physiological consequences, is affected in
the wild, as is the daily energy expenditure (DEE); but contrary to expectations, birds under white
and green light showed lower DEE compared to birds in the dark treatment. Timing of
reproduction is advanced under white light in cold springs but not so in warm spring, emphasising
the interactive effects of different environmental variables. Our unprecedented experimental set
up thus provides insights in how nocturnal illumination affects bird behaviour and how light
spectra can be designed to minimize the effects.

15.00

DISCUSSION SESSION 4:
New concepts and technologies: how do we make sense of the world for a bird?
Chaired by Esteban Fernandez-Juricic and Eve Schneider
We will explore how differences between bird sensory systems and our own affect our science
and the new technology we need to address this question. For example, how should we quantify
and represent the physical variation in the environment of sensory stimuli (e.g. sound pressure,
light, heat) that best makes sense to birds and other wildlife? This discussion will include
recommendations for instrumentation and analyses, and the implications and inferences from
existing methods, for example microspectrophotometry, gene expression, receptor density,
neural activation, behavioural responses. We will also explore the topic of sensory integration,
from an avian perspective.

15.40

Final remarks

16.00

TEA/COFFEE

16.30

CLOSE

ORGANISER BIOGRAPHIES
Dr Hannah Rowland, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology
Hannah Rowland is a Research Group Leader at the Max Planck Institute of Chemical Ecology.
She received her Honour's degree in Zoology from the University of Liverpool, and PhD from the
University of Liverpool, and was a postdoctoral fellow at Churchill College, Cambridge. Before taking up
her position at the MPI she was a Lecturer in Ecology and Evolution at the University of Cambridge.
Hannah’s Group investigate the interspecific interactions between predators and prey and the evolution
of mutualistic and parasitic interactions.

Professor Innes Cuthill, University of Bristol
Innes Cuthill has been Professor of Behavioural Ecology at the University of Bristol since 1998. After a
first degree in Zoology at Cambridge and a D.Phil. at Oxford, he held a Junior Research Fellowship at
Brasenose College Oxford, then moved to a lectureship in Bristol in 1989. Most of his work is strongly
interdisciplinary, in the last decade collaborating closely with perceptual psychologists and
computational neuroscientists to develop and test models of animal colour vision and animal coloration.
He has a particular interest in camouflage as an adaptation to the perception of other species.

Dr Tom Pike, University of Lincoln
Tom Pike has broad research interests within behavioural and sensory ecology, but primarily
investigates how sensory perception can drive the evolution and maintenance of visual and olfactory
signals in animals. Closely aligned to this is an interest in the novel application of technology to the study
of animal perception and behaviour.

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Dr Slav Bagriantsev, Assistant Professor, Yale University
Slav graduated from Moscow State University in 2001 with a degree in biochemistry. In 2006, he
obtained a PhD in the laboratory of Dr Susan Liebman at University of Illinois at Chicago, where he
studied the molecular composition of yeast prions. In 2008, Slav moved to University of California, San
Francisco to work with Dr Daniel Minor on biophysics of heat and mechano-gated ion channels. In 2012,
Slav became an Assistant Professor in the Department of Physiology at Yale University. His laboratory
uses a multi-disciplinary approach to study the molecular basis of mechanosensitivity in vertebrates.

Dr Maude Baldwin, Max Plank Institute for Ornithology
Maude Baldwin did her undergraduate degree at the Gallatin School at New York University, and then
went to the Organismal and Evolutionary Biology Department at Harvard for a PhD. There, in Scott
Edwards’ lab, she worked on the evolution of sweet taste perception in hummingbirds. She is currently a
group leader at the Max Planck for Ornithology in Seewiesen, Germany, close to Munich.

Professor Melissa Bateson, Newcastle University
Melissa Bateson is currently Professor of Ethology at Newcastle University in the UK. She grew up in an
academic family in Cambridge but migrated to Oxford for a BA in Zoology tutored by Richard Dawkins,
followed by a DPhil with Alex Kacelnik, studying the foraging decisions of European starlings. During a

post-doctoral fellowship in Warren Meck’s lab at Duke University in the USA she studied the
psychopharmacology of interval timing. She returned to a Royal Society University Research Fellowship
at Newcastle University in 1998. She has stayed Newcastle ever since, moving through departments of
psychology, biology and currently the Institute of Neuroscience. She has worked on a range of species
over the course of her career from honey bees to chimpanzees, but has always maintained a loyalty to
starlings. Over the past decade she has become interested in emotion, what it is, how we can measure it
in non-verbal subjects and latterly the developmental origins of low mood. Her interests in
developmental origins of mood have recently led her to think more broadly about how early-life
experiences affect the developing animal and shape subsequent cognition and decision making. She has
recently become interested in telomere length as a possible biomarker of early-life stress and predictor
of future life expectancy.

Professor Tim Guilford, University of Oxford
Tim Guilford is professor of Animal Behaviour at the University of Oxford, and leads the Oxford
Navigation Group at the Department of Zoology. He is also Tutorial Fellow in Zoology at Merton College.
He has been studying navigation and spatial cognition in birds for many years, most recently in seabirds
such as shearwaters and auks. As is usual in science, he often gets the credit for the interesting
discoveries actually made by students and others in the research group - in this case Ollie Padget, who's
work he is talking about today. Ollie Padget is not here today because he is in the final throws of writing
up his doctoral thesis.

Dr Francesco Bonadonna, CEFE-CNRS
Francesco Bonadonna did his undergraduate studies and PhD at Pisa University (Italy, 1996) in the group
of Professor Floriano Papi studying orientation mechanisms of homing pigeons, with particular attention
to olfactory orientation. A Marie Curie post-doctoral fellowship (1998-2000) then led him to France to
work on marine mammals and seabirds in sub-Antarctic waters. He was awarded research grants from
the French Polar Institute (IPEV) and the French base on Kerguelen Island (southern Indian Ocean) to
develop his study of olfaction in seabirds through working on petrels, the species that have the largest
olfactory apparatus among birds and a special “underground” ecology. If olfactory orientation was his
primary concern at the beginning, soon he discovered that olfaction plays an important role in other
behaviours, such as, for instance, mate choice. Since 2002 Francesco has been a research assistant at
National Council of Scientific Research (CNRS), France, followed by a CNRS tenured position (Directeur
de recherche 2eme classe) et Centre d'Ecologie Fonctionnelle et Evolutive of Montpellier (France). This
position allowed him to direct a small team of people (Behavioural Ecology group) working on sensory
ecology, chemical ecology and behaviour in different vertebrates.

Dr Signe Brinkløv, University of Southern Denmark and Aarhus University
Signe Brinkløv studies the bioacoustics, behavioral ecology and sensory biology of echolocators. The
main focus of his PhD, awarded in 2010 from the University of Southern Denmark (SDU), was how
Neotropical bats adjust features of their echolocation signals to optimize habitat use. He since became
interested in bird echolocation and was granted a two-year postdoctoral fellowship from the Danish
Council for Independent Research to study oilbirds in Trinidad and Indian swiftlets in Sri Lanka, while
based at the Fenton lab at Western University, Canada. In 2013, Signe returned to SDU and is currently
conducting comparative studies of the directional hearing of bats and porpoises.

Dr John G Ewen, Institute of Zoology, ZSL
John Ewen is a Senior Research Fellow at the Zoological Society of London and has a research focus on
reintroduction biology and threatened species recovery. He is co-chair of New Zealand’s Hihi (Stitchbird)
Recovery Group and has also been coordinating a research group working with this species since 2004.
Beyond hihi John is involved in a growing number of species recovery projects including birds and
mammals spanning New Zealand, Australia and Mauritius. He is particularly interested in decision
making for threatened species recovery and how we make best use of science to inform these decisions.
In 2016 John started working closely with the IUCN SSC Reintroduction Specialist Group to develop
training in the application of their published Guidelines and he continues to promote best practice
application of reintroduction and other forms of conservation translocation as powerful conservation
tools.

Dr Esteban Fernandez-Juricic, Purdue University
Esteban Fernández-Juricic is a Professor of Biological Sciences and Showalter Faculty Scholar at Purdue
University (USA). He got his undergraduate degree at the Universidad Nacional de Córdoba (Argentina).
He received his Ph.D. in animal ecology at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Spain). He was a
post-doctoral fellow at the University of Oxford (United Kingdom), and the University of Minnesota
(USA). Before his current position, he was an Assistant Professor at California State University Long
Beach. He has been Editor/Associate Editor of Animal Behaviour, Journal of Applied Ecology and
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology. His research is focused on animal behavior, visual ecology, and
conservation ecology.

Sam Hardman, The Max Planck Institute for Ornithology
Sam Hardman studied for his bachelor's degree in biology at the University of Derby, followed by a
research masters in behavioural ecology at Durham University. After this he moved to Aberystwyth for
his PhD where he studied the impacts of urbanisation and urban noise on behaviour in passerines.
During his PhD he received a scholarship from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) which
allowed him to carry out a year of his PhD at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology near Munich.
Although he has finished his PhD he has never left Germany and continues to work at the Max Planck
Institute.

Elspeth Kenny, University of Sheffield
Elspeth Kenny is a final-year PhD student at the University of Sheffield studying allopreening behaviour,
primarily in Common Guillemots. Her PhD fieldwork involved living on Skomer Island (Wales) for 4
months each year recording guillemot social interactions. She completed my undergraduate course in
biology at Sheffield University and McGill University in Canada. Throughout her studies Elspeth has
enjoyed research projects on population structure and phylogenetic comparative methods as well as
behavioural ecology.

Dr Dorothy E F McKeegan, University of Glasgow
Dorothy McKeegan is a senior lecturer in the Institute of Biodiversity, Animal Health and Comparative
Medicine at the University of Glasgow, where she teaches animal welfare and ethics and co-coordinates
the MSc in Animal Welfare Science, Ethics and Law. Dorothy has wide ranging research interests relating
to animal welfare and animal ethics, with expertise in behaviour and neurophysiology and a particular
interest in poultry welfare. She has worked extensively on avian pain, sensory physiology and humane

slaughter, leading projects on avian chemical senses, beak trimming, emergency killing for disease
control and development of new humane methods of on-farm killing.

Dr Gail Patricelli, University of California, Davis
Gail Patricelli is a professor and Chancellor’s Fellow in the Department of Evolution and Ecology at the
University of California, Davis. She received her Bachelor’s degree in Biology and Art from Whitman
College and PhD from the University of Maryland, and was a postdoctoral fellow at the Cornell
University Lab of Ornithology. Professor Patricelli’s lab utilizes new technology such as biomimetic
robotics, microphone arrays, acoustic monitoring, and remote telemetry to study the breeding
behaviors, bioacoustics, and the impacts of noise pollution on birds in the wild.

Dr Steve J Portugal, Royal Holloway, University of London
Steve Portugal is a comparative eco-physiologist. Steve’s research is located at the interface of the
physiology, sensory ecology and behaviour of vertebrates, particularly birds. Steve’s PhD was
undertaken at the University of Birmingham, studying the energetics and physiology of migratory birds.
Steve then completed postdocs at Birmingham on eggshells, and bird flight at the Royal Veterinary
College. In 2014, Steve became a Senior Lecturer in animal behaviour and physiology at Royal Holloway
University of London. Steve’s present research projects currently include why birds fly into man-made
objects, the role of personality and social networks in determining flocking behaviour in birds, how
naked mole rats are able to walk backwards so well, and just why are Siamese fighting fish so angry.

Associate Professor Eugeni Roura, The University of Queensland
Eugeni Roura is an enthusiastic nutritional chemosensing scientist. His was awarded a Veterinary
Sciences degree (Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona -UAB-) but he soon focused his interest in
digestive physiology and nutrition (PhD in Nutrition -UAB- including an MPhil from the University of
California, Davis). He joins the University of Queensland (UQ) in 2010. His main research interest is
related to uncovering how nutrient chemosensing mechanisms (mainly taste and smell) may modulate
appetite and food intake in humans, pigs and birds. He has authored over 60 refereed papers and has
been guest speaker at more than 30 scientific conferences.

Dr Eve Schneider, Yale University School of Medicine
Eve Schneider obtained her bachelor’s degree in fine arts and psychology from Rutgers University. She
received her doctorate in Neuroscience at Princeton University, where she studied in the lab of Samuel
Wang. Her thesis revealed novel consequences of environmental stress on signal processing in dendrites
in the cerebellar nuclei. She is now an Arnold O. Beckman postdoctoral fellow in the lab of Dr Slav
Bagriantsev at Yale School of Medicine, studying the molecular basis of mechanosensation and
thermosensation in a variety of organisms. Her current research focuses on mechanoreceptor
development in tactile foraging birds.

John Swaddle, College of William and Mary
John Swaddle is a Professor of Biology at the College of William and Mary, in Virginia, USA. But don’t let
that fool you, he’s not really American and has nothing to do with Donald Trump. He received his PhD
from Bristol University in 1994, under the guidance of Innes Cuthill, and completed a series of
fellowships—NERC, Royal Exhibition of 1851, and Royal Society of London URF—that took him through

Glasgow, the University of Chicago, and then back to Bristol. He started at William and Mary in 2001 and
is currently the President-elect of the Animal Behavior Society. His work focuses on ecological and
evolutionary change brought about by anthropogenic influences on the environment.

Professor Marcel E Visser, Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO)
Marcel E Visser (1960) graduated from Leiden University in 1987, and continued there as a PhD student
in the Animal Ecology Group for four years, working on the life-history of insect parasitoids. After his
PhD he obtained an EC Science Programme Fellowship to continue his parasitoids research at Imperial
College (UK). In 1993 he shifted systems when he became a post-doc at the NIOO-KNAW, working on
lseasonal timing in great tits. In 1996 he was appointed as a Senior Researcher and in 2002 as Head of
Department. His main interests are the interaction between ultimate and proximate aspects of timing,
particularly in the Oak - Winter Moth - Great Tit/Pied Flycatcher system. In January 2007 he obtained a
personal VICI grant from NWO and in January 2014 his ERC Advanced grant started. Both in 2015 and in
2016 he was included in the Thomson Reuters list of Highly Cited Researcher. He is currently subject
editor for Global Change Biology and on the Editorial board of Philosophical Transactions B. In June 2005
he was appointed as Professor on Seasonal Timing of Behaviour at Groningen University and in April
2012 Professor on Ecological genetics at Wageningen University but he remains based at the NIOOKNAW.

Dr Scott J Werner, United States Department of Agriculture, APHIS Wildlife Services,
National Wildlife Research Center
Scott J Werner is a Research Wildlife Biologist and Project Leader at the United States Department of
Agriculture’s National Wildlife Research Center in Fort Collins, Colorado. Scott earned his PhD in Range
Science (Animal Behavior) at Utah State University. After a postdoctoral appointment with USDA’s
Agricultural Research Service, Dr Werner served as the Project Leader at NWRC’s Field Station in
Starkville, Mississippi. Scott has been at the Fort Collins headquarters of NWRC since 2002. Dr Werner’s
research interests include the physiological bases of food and habitat selection, and the development of
non-lethal repellents for the management of human-wildlife interactions associated with plant and
animal agriculture.

Dr Doug Wylie, University of Alberta
Doug Wylie obtained his PhD from Queen's University at Kingston, Ontario Canada in 1991 under the
supervision of Barrie Frost. After a post-doc at New York University Medical Center under the
supervision of John Simpson, he took a position at the University of Alberta in Edmonton in 1994 where
he has been ever since. Currently Doug is a professor in the Neurosciences and Mental Health Institutes
at the University. He studies sensory systems, mostly in birds, and with an emphasis on visual motion
processing.

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
1. Behavioural reactions of seabirds to boats encountered at sea
Julien Collet, Centre d’Etudes Biologiques de Chizé, Université de la Rochelle
Like many other ‘predictable anthropogenic food sources’ (PAFS), fishing boats attract a large number
of seabirds worldwide. This is posing significant conservation and management challenges.
Individuals, populations and species can widely vary in their probability to attend PAFS. It is often
unclear whether variations are mostly due to differences in encounter rates, or to differences in
behavioural attraction after encounter. More generally, we lack a clear behavioural framework to
understand these variations. We analyzed fine-scale GPS trajectories of two species of albatrosses
(wandering and black-browed albatrosses, n=391 tracks) simultaneously with GPS trajectories of a
fishing fleet operating near the colonies. We find that attraction occur in both species up to 30km
from boats. This coincides with horizon distance and suggests a similar use of visual cues in the two
species. After a boat encounter, birds were more likely to be attracted when the boat was fishing,
rather than transiting. The smaller and arguably less generalist species was more strongly attracted
(80% chance against 56%), and interacted more actively, especially in chick-rearing rather incubating
individuals. We found no major effects of sex or age on these behavioural reactions, despite
important dimorphism in the wandering albatross. Energetic requirements and/or availability of
alternative food sources may be better predictors of attraction probability to boats than size,
dominance or diet generalism. Bio-logging can be powerful to examine decision-making of wild
threatened birds. The combination of GPS devices with embarked radar sensors now enables to
monitor such fine-scale interactions with boats over very wide scales.
Co-authors: Samantha C Patrick, University of Liverpool and Henri Weimerskirch, Université de la
Rochelle
2. Distribution of taste buds in the oropharynx of the common myna (Acridotheres tristis)
Martina R Crole, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Pretoria
Taste buds have been identified in numerous bird species, including the European starling (Sturnus
vulgaris). Similar to the European starling, the common myna is a globally invasive bird. Little is known
about the oropharynx of this species and a previous study on the tongue did not reveal evidence of taste
buds. The oropharynx and proximal esophagus from 5 common myna heads were sectioned in the
transverse plane at 1-2mm intervals and manually embedded in wax before routine processing for light
microscopy. Sections were stained with H&E, taste buds identified and their distribution noted.
Immunohistochemical labelling for neurofilament was also performed. The oropharynx was pigmented
in most birds and composed of the rostral keratinised and caudal non-keratinised roof, pharyngeal folds,
interramal region, caudal floor, tongue body, tongue root and laryngeal mound. Keratinised regions
were devoid of taste buds. Simple branched tubular mucous-secreting glands were a feature of nonkeratinised regions. Taste buds were abundant, not associated with gland openings, and were present in
the interramal region, caudal oropharyngeal floor, caudo-ventral tongue body, tongue root, laryngeal
mound and proximal esophagus. Positive labelling for neurofilament confirmed the presence of nerve
fibres supplying the taste buds. This study presents the first morphological evidence of taste buds in the
common myna. Their diet is composed mainly of insects, fruit and nectar and the distribution of taste
buds on the oropharyngeal floor would support the sensing of more liquid substances. Additionally,
taste bud density confirmed a well-developed sense of taste in this species.
Co-author: John T Soley, University of Pretoria

3. A highly specialised, unexplored avian nasal epithelium
Martina R Crole, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Pretoria
The nasal vestibule of the chicken is lined by a highly modified, corrugated keratinised stratified
squamous epithelium. This peculiar epithelium was depicted and briefly described; however, its
significance or function was not established. A similar epithelium is apparent underlying
magnetoreceptors in the garden warbler. The nasal cavity and vestibules of 5 common myna
(Acridotheres tristis) were examined by stereomicroscopy, sectioned and processed for light microscopy.
Tissue sections of the vestibule were stained with H&E and PAS and subjected to immunohistochemistry
for neurofilament. The epithelium was modified keratinised stratified squamous. The Str. basale
consisted of two cell layers. The Str. intermedium was composed of two distinct layers, a continuous
deep layer of rounded cells with prominent, round nuclei and a superficial layer of similar cells stacked
into vertical columns of 5-6 cells. The Str. corneum merged abruptly with the Str. intermedium and was
composed of 10-12 wavy sheets of keratinised cells. In surface view, the epithelium had a studded
appearance and in the transverse plane resembled parallel rows of sine waves. Peaks were supported by
the nuclei in the columns of the Str. intermedium and the valleys by the junctions of adjacent columns.
Birds can be exposed to extreme conditions. Keratinisation may prevent desiccation, insulate underlying
sensory tissue and provide a surface for condensation. The corrugations may maximise surface area for
warming inhaled air and for water recovery by condensation. Additionally, it may offer flexibility and
support. This epithelium may represent a vital avian adaptation to variable environmental conditions.
Co-authors:
Jacques H O’Connell, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University and John T Soley,
University of Pretoria

4. Nest deconstruction provides insight into nest construction behaviour
Lucia E Biddle and D Charles Deeming, School of Life Sciences, University of Lincoln
Bird nests are constructed from a range of materials, which can play various roles in the structure.
Harder, rigid materials offer structural support whereas softer materials act as a soft lining or insulation.
Quantitative data on the different materials used in nests and the mechanical properties of those
materials are only just being investigated. We studied the type and mechanical properties of materials
used in “stick” nests of the Eurasian bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula) and the Hawfinch (Coccothraustes
coccothraustes) in order to gain insight into their nest construction behaviour. Nests were
deconstructed to quantify the materials used in the cup lining, and the upper and lower parts of the
outer nest. The twenty thickest pieces of material were selected from each nest part and for each piece
diameter (mm) and density (g/mm) were measured. The piece was then subjected to a three point
bending test using an Instron universal testing machine (fitted with a 100 N load cell) to determine its
rigidity and bending strength. Placement of materials in the nest was non-random. The materials used in
the different part of the nest varied in their mechanical properties and between species. All variables
strongly correlated with diameter. We hypothesise that these finches are not directly aware of the
mechanical properties of the material per se but rather assess diameter and mass of the material when
it is picked up by the bill. Using this information they decide on whether the piece is suitable for that
appropriate stage of nest construction.
Co-author: Adrian M Goodman, University of Lincoln

5. Variation in rictal bristle morphology, follicle anatomy and neuroanatomy in two species of
nightjar; the Fiery-necked (Caprimulgus pectoralis) and the Pennant-winged (Caprimulgus
vexillarius)
Mariane G Delaunay, Division of Biology & Conservation Ecology, Manchester
Metropolitan University
Rictal bristles are present in many species of birds, most notably in the Caprimulgiform order; however,
their function remains poorly understood. Superficially, bristle appear to be analogous to mammalian
vibrissae and may carry out a tactile function. If so, they could play a role in guiding navigation in dark,
complex environments and aiding in prey capture. We describe here the morphology of the rictal
bristles across the Caprimulgiform order, and then focus on two related species with quite different
ecology, Caprimulgus pectoralis and Caprimulgus vexillarius, to describe for the first time their bristle
follicle anatomy and neuroanatomy. The morphology of rictal bristles showed variations in term of
bristle thickness, length, and number across the Caprimulgiformes and the follicle anatomy and
neuroanatomy between these two closely related species, also showed differences. Indeed, C. pectoralis
had thicker, more prominent bristles with connective fibres and Herbst corpuscles between the follicles,
whereas C. vexillarius had shorter thinner bristles with muscle fibres linking the bristle follicles together.
C. pectoralis, a nocturnal feeder, had a more reduced Wulst area (a region that receives visual and
somatosensory information), compared to C. vexillarius, a crepuscular feeder. In conclusion, these
results suggest a tactile function in bristles, possibly associated with less of a reliance on vision.
Therefore, rictal bristles may well be tactile and associated with nocturnal foraging.
Co-authors:
Llwyd Orton, Manchester Metropolitan University; Carl Larsen, Liverpool Hope University; Claire
Spottiswoode, University of Cambridge; Tim Birkhead, University of Sheffield and Robyn A Grant,
Manchester Metropolitan University

6. More than meets the eye: making sense of the acoustic world of birds via microphone
backpacks
Lisa F Gill, Department of Behavioural Neurobiology, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology
Acoustic information plays a vital role in the life of birds. Environmental sounds provide acoustic cues
for the detection and localisation of threats, food or conspecifics. Many birds also use sounds for
communication to maintain contact with a group, to find mates or to defend territories. Yet we seem to
understand but a fraction of how birds integrate these pieces of information into their everyday life,
making it difficult to examine and mitigate any concrete effects brought about by anthropogenic
changes to this acoustic world. Due to the recent miniaturisation of “microphone backpacks” it is now
possible to obtain long-term on-board sound recordings even from small birds, allowing investigations
of vocal behaviour in previously challenging natural settings, with individual-level precision. For
example, we were able to take a closer look at fine-scale vocal interactions between group-housed
zebra finches, and demonstrated their importance for successful reproduction. But because microphone
backpacks are carried through the same acoustic environment as the focal animals, they may be used to
collect even more than vocalisation data. In a study on wild jackdaws, behavioural and environmental
information were extracted from continuous on-bird sound recordings. Given the fixed distance
between the microphone and the focal bird, such devices could thus also be used to identify real-time
changes in the current acoustic environment as well as any immediate changes in vocal behaviour.
Combining such information with other parameters would thus help us understand how birds make
sense of their acoustic world, and to identify the challenges they face.

Co-author: Manfred Gahr, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology
7. Avian rictal bristles: are they just whiskers?
Robyn A Grant, Division of Biology & Conservation Ecology, Manchester Metropolitan University
Rictal bristles are present in many species of birds; however, their functional significance is not
yet fully understood. Superficially, their position on each side of the face, and their thick,
unbranched structure suggests that avian rictal bristles might be similar to mammalian whiskers.
We consider, here, the similarities and differences between avian bristles and mammalian
whiskers in terms of their morphology, anatomy, ontogeny and possible function. We will present
a number of current studies that we have designed to investigate rictal bristle function. We
demonstrate that there are strong physiological similarities between bristles and whiskers,
including a structured arrangement, intrinsic connecting fibers and large follicles; however,
behaviourally and functionally their role is still not understood. We hypothesise that bristles may
be used to guide foraging in complex habitats and hope to explore this further in our future work.
Co-authors:
Mariane G Delaunay, Manchester Metropolitan University and Carl Larsen, Liverpool Hope University

8. Negative impact of urban noise on sexual receptivity and clutch size in female domestic
canaries
Guillaume Huet des Aunay, UPL, Université Paris Nanterre
In passerines, male song stimulates female reproduction and females are known to adjust their
maternal investment according to song quality. Female domestic canaries prefer male songs with
a wide frequency bandwidth and a high-repetition syllable rate emitted at low frequencies (1–5
kHz) and increase maternal investment in eggs when stimulated with these highly attractive
songs. We previously found that low frequency urban like noise decreases female sexual
responsiveness for low frequency songs through auditory masking. We predicted that urban noise
exposure will equally affect female maternal investment. Using a cross-over design we broadcast
low frequency songs to females (n = 14) either in an overlapping noise condition or in an
alternating one. Females decreased both their sexual responsiveness and their clutch size in the
overlapping noise condition relative to the alternative noise treatment. No differences were
found concerning egg mass or egg composition (yolk / albumen mass and testosterone
concentration). Our results are in line with previous results from the field indicating that urban
noise decreases reproductive success and suggest that this could be achieved through auditory
masking, highlighting one possible proximal mechanism leading to the reduction of clutch size.
Co-authors:
Marco Grenna, University of Piemonte Orientale; Hans Slabbekoorn, Leiden University; Pierre
Nicolas, Unité MaIAGE; Laurent Nagle and Gérard Leboucher Université Paris Nanterre; Giorgio
Malacarne, University of Piemonte Orientale and Tudor I Draganoiu, Université Paris Nanterre

9. Naturally-inspired lighting schedules to improve behavioural synchronisation in
domestic chicks
Katie Lihou, Department of Animal Behaviour and Welfare, University of Bristol
Naturally brooded domestic chicks spend a large proportion of time resting, in short bouts, under
their mother, in relative darkness. These ultradian rhythms result in behavioural synchronisation
within the brood, where active and inactive behaviours are performed at the same time by all
brood members. In contrast, commercially farmed chicks experience a continuous light period,
leading to unsynchronised behaviours and active chicks directing feather pecks at resting
conspecifics. In this study, natural brooding patterns were predetermined from video
observations of 27 broody hens and their chicks. We then developed intermittent lighting
schedules based on these natural brooding patterns. 80 Layer chicks were obtained from a
commercial hatchery and were reared in groups of 5 chicks for 2 weeks under either continuous
(“C” 14hourL: 10hourD, n=40) or intermittent (“IT” 8minL : 8minD with an additional 2 hour dark
period, n=40) lighting schedules. Behavioural synchronisation (% of observations where
behaviour and activity was synchronised) was assessed on days 1, 7 and 14 and weight and feed
consumption were measured throughout. IT chicks showed significantly higher synchronisation in
their behaviour (day 7) and activity (day 14) than C chicks. IT chicks also showed higher weight
gain and a lower feed conversion ratio (day 14) than C chicks. There is the potential to apply
naturally-inspired intermittent lighting schedules to improve behaviorual synchronisaion in
commercial farms, which could lead to a reduction in feather pecking.
Co-author: Joanne Edgar, University of Bristol

10. Effects of light and noise pollution, and environmental factors, on a population of
European robins
Frances Mullany, University of Southampton
As human activities continue to encroach upon urban strongholds of wildlife, research into
anthropogenic influence on extrinsic factors and subsequent fitness implications conferred in an
animal’s territory is becoming increasingly important in modern-day conservation efforts. In
contesting for territories, a hierarchy is established whereby each male occupies a territory of
equivalent quality to their competitive ability. The robin, beginning activity earlier relative to
sunrise than most other European songbirds, is thought to be more sensitive to the impacts of
urban living. The study assessed the effects of artificial lighting, noise, and environmental factors,
as components of territory quality, on the dominance hierarchy of an urban population of
European robins. In 23 territories, light intensity, noise level, and habitat variables were
measured. A taxidermy robin decoy and song recording enticed an intruder response in the wild
robins and degree of behavioural aggression was measured as a proxy for hierarchical position.
Hierarchical position was shown to increase with tree age. This suggests that resources of
conditions provided by old trees are important positive drivers of fitness in the robins, perhaps
via the availability of dead wood in which to forage for insects. The principal relationship
highlighted was a decline in hierarchical position with increasing intensity of artificial light at night
and day-time noise level, with this join investigation showing both anthropogenic factors to be
important. It may be inferred from this that artificial lighting and noise have notable negative
fitness implications for the robins, thus entailing poorer quality territories.
Co-author: Judith E Lock, University of Southampton

11. UV, or Not UV: ultraviolet condition of substrates influences foraging site selections in captive
Pileated Woodpeckers (Dryocopus pileatus)
Sean T O’Daniels, University of Missouri/ US Department of Agriculture/Animal & Plant Health
Inspection Service/Wildlife Services, Missouri
Ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths influence foraging decisions across a diverse range of avian taxa. Some
woodpeckers preferentially excavate food items from decayed wood substrates which can exhibit
altered UV reflectance. Woodpeckers impose millions of dollars (US) of damage to anthropogenic
infrastructure, annually. Postingestive feeding repellents paired with UV feeding cues have effectively
modified foraging behavior in a variety of taxa. Understanding woodpecker feeding cues may enable
behavioral modifications and minimize damage. PIWO reliably located food using only the UV-reflective
or UV-absorptive cork substrates. Cue-naïve subjects preferred UV-absorptive (or less UV-reflective)
corks. UV-absorbing substrates may therefore provide information for foraging PIWO. Many flowering
plants communicate with pollinators via UV-absorbent nectar guides. Similar coevolution may exist for
woodpeckers and wood decay fungi. Deterrent products that pair UV cues with negative postingestive
consequences may effectively alter woodpecker behavior.
Co-authors:
Dylan C Kesler, Point Reyes Station, California; Elisabeth B Webb, University of Missouri and Scott J
Werner, US Dept of Agriculture/Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service/Wildlife Services, Colorado

12. Modeling habitat preferences of seabirds in the Chagos Archipelago: does rat’s invasion
on islands influence their "at-sea" distribution?
Julian Perez Correa, Imperial College London
Seabirds are considered top predators in marine ecosystems where they play important
ecological roles (e.g., linking land-ocean nutrients cycle). Islands are seabird’s hotspots for
breeding and resting, but human impacts on these habitats (e.g., alien species invasion) increase
their vulnerability causing population declines. Ship rat (Rattus rattus) is one of the seabird’s
major threats, disturbing them while resting and reeding. It is unknown how this disturbance
extends to the distribution of birds at-sea. We hypothesize that seabird distribution is driven by
oceanographic variables but that rat-infestation on islands restrict have a restricting effect; as a
consequence, seabirds will be recorded at greater distances from the coast depending on the
degree of influence that rats have for their particular species. The objectives of this study were: 1)
to describe abundance, diversity and seabird -distribution responses to oceanographic conditions
at different temporal scales and 2) to define the extent of affectation of rats on seabirds. Data
abundance was collected from 2012 to 2017 in the British Indian Ocean Territory, an area in the
central Indian Ocean that encompasses the Chagos Archipelago. Generalized additive models
(GAM) were used to identify oceanographic responses. Then a boosted regression tree was fitted
using GAMs results to explore the effects of rats on seabirds at-sea. We found that seabirds
distance to coast is a significant explanatory variable, but it will vary depending on islands rat
status (free-infested). This effect is evidenced by species levels (lesser and brown noddies are
more affected as they prefer to be closer from rat-free islands). Our results suggest the existence
of rat footprints on seabirds beyond the land and that this footprint would also affect trophic
interactions. Results might be used to take protection strategies on invaded protected areas.
Co-authors:
Tom Letessier, Zoological Society of London and Pete Carr, Zoological Society of London

13. Multisensory integration in warning signals
Olivier Penacchio, University of St Andrews
Many species in the animal kingdom use camouflage to avoid predation. By contrast, aposematic
species use a strategy that makes them easier for would-be predators to spot: they adopt
distinctive signals, called warning signals, such as conspicuous colour patterns, sounds, odours or
distasteful secretions, to advertise they are defended by being toxic or more generally
unprofitable. While the efficacy of multimodal warning signals over their unimodal components
has been demonstrated empirically, there is a lack of functional understanding of how they
impact the brain of the receiver of the signals. In this work, we explore computationally the
potential advantages of multimodal warning signals. We define a model of multisensory
integration consisting of two layers of unimodal sensory units (set up to emulate the visual and
auditory modalities) and a layer of multisensory units (reminiscent of the tectum in birds) that
integrate the unimodal sensory inputs. The model reproduces several properties of multisensory
integration, such as multisensory enhancement and contrast, within and cross-modality
suppression, and the redundant signal effect. We show that such a generic model of multisensory
integration suggests increased efficacy of multimodal warning signals, a feature envisioned as a
potentially important selective pressure for the evolution of warning signals. In particular, the
model is in agreement with the efficacy back-up hypothesis: in noisy environments, a spatial
location is much more salient if an auditory signal, even weak, supplements a visual signal,
compared to when the activity is driven by the visual signal alone.
Co-author: Julie Harris, University of St Andrews

14. Noise precludes the perception of the fine structure of bird song
Giada Porcedda, Manchester Metropolitan University
It is well established that anthropogenic noise negatively affects the fitness of animals by masking
vital vocal signals, and interfering with their transmission and detection. From the sender’s
perspective, birds are known to adapt to noise by increasing the frequency, delivery rate, and
amplitude of their songs, presumably to limit the masking effect of noise. However, few field
studies have investigated the receiver’s perspective, and none has looked at the receiver’s ability
to discriminate between different songs under noisy conditions. We tested whether song
consistency, a song performance trait important in sexual selection, can be perceived under noisy
conditions. To that end, we exposed male blue tits (Cyanestes caeruleus) to the same playback
experiment in noisy and quiet settings. The aim of the experiment was to test whether the birds
can discriminate between two song stimuli that differ only in their level of consistency. The blue
tits showed a strong response to the playback of all songs under both quiet and noisy conditions.
However, while they showed the ability to distinguish between different levels of consistency
under quiet conditions, they failed to do so under noisy conditions. This study shows that one of
the mechanisms through which noise affects birds is by masking of the fine details of songs. The
consequent loss of information that they convey, which plays an important role in sexual
selection, can ultimately affect the fitness of birds.
Co-authors:
Ian Hartley, Lancaster University; Mark C. Mainwaring, Lancaster University; Hannah Mossman,
Manchester Metropolitan University and Selvino de Kort, Manchester Metropolitan University

15. Avian colour biases: an alternative method for assessing taste detection thresholds
Hannah Rowland, Max Planck Institute of Chemical Ecology
Many species of animals, plants and micro-organisms employ defensive chemicals to reduce their
likelihood of being ingested by their natural enemies. Understanding how bird predators assess the
chemical content of warning coloured prey is relevant to our understanding of the adaptive significance
of prey that have variable chemical defences, as well as avian taste perception. When domestic chicks
experience a bitter tasting chemical prior to encountering a warning coloured prey it enhances the
chick’s wariness towards those prey. Some chemicals seem to be intrinsically aversive to birds (e.g.,
quinine, anthranilic acid, 4-ketobenztriazine) but not all are aversive to a degree that they prevent
ingestion. For example, quinine can produce attack biases by chickens against traits typically associated
with aposematism, but denatonium benzoate does not. Chickens have only three bitter taste receptor
genes in their genome: ggTas2r1, ggTas2r2 and ggTas2r7 for which a number of ligands have now been
identified and tested in vitro. In this study I use a taste-cue colour-bias paradigm to examine chicken’s
responses to different concentrations of quinine, denatonium benzoate, quassia and caffeine. The
assessment of unlearned responses to naturally occurring defensive chemicals may be an alternative
method for assessing detection thresholds to the forced-choice solution-consumption method.
Co-authors:
Jennifer Easley, Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge; Tony Fulford, Department of Zoology,
University of Cambridge

16. Are farmland birds in their natural habitat attracted to herbivore-induced
plant volatiles?
Diana Rubene, Department of Ecology, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Birds’ use of olfaction in foraging, especially the use of plant volatiles as olfactory cues has
recently gained research attention. Insectivorous birds are attracted to herbivore-damaged tress
and thus might use plant volatiles as foraging cues, but whether birds use these signals when
foraging in their natural habitat is unclear. Also, the generality of olfaction-based foraging,
beyond interactions between trees and canopy-feeding passerines, is so far unexplored. We
investigated the attraction of farmland birds to plant volatiles in agricultural habitats. In a field
experiment, we tested if birds show a preference for food placed together with synthetic methylsalicylate (MeSa). MeSa is released by plants, like grasses and cereals, infested by sucking
herbivores, e.g, aphids. Three food trays were presented together, containing MeSa, a neutral
odor and no odor, and birds’ first choice was recorded with wildlife cameras. We tested three
settings to evaluate relative importance of visual and olfactory cues: 1 – visible food in all trays, 2
– invisible food in all trays (covered with saw-dust) and 3 – plastic spiders instead of neutral odor
in one tray. The tray with MeSa was approached first by birds more frequently in the 1st and 2nd
setting, but this preference disappeared in the 3rd setting where the spiders were preferred. The
species observed were mainly corvids and thrushes, with occasional observations of wagtail,
wheatear, skylark and lapwing. Our results suggest that the role of birds in farmland as pest
control agents might to some degree be mediated by olfactory interactions between birds and
plants.
Co-author: Malin Leidefors, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences

17. Pre-natal sound experiences alter post-natal physiology and behaviour in the Japanese quail
Karen A Spencer, School of Psychology & Neuroscience, University of St Andrews
It is well established that pre-natal ‘internal’ environments, such as hormone levels or nutritional quality
can affect the development of both behavioural and physiological traits. Recently the role of external
acoustic stimuli perceived during pre-natal development in shaping later behaviours has received
attention. However, we still have much to learn about the importance of different types of acoustic
stimuli in shaping later phenotypes. Here we present data from an experiment using the Japanese quail,
where we exposed fertile eggs to one of three acoustic stimuli types during the latter stages of
incubation: conspecific maternal calls, anthropogenic ‘beeps’ and silence. After hatching (post-natal day
4) we assessed behavioural responses to social isolation in a novel environment. At post-natal day 10 we
also assessed the changes in corticosterone following an acute handling stressor. Our results show that
exposure to conspecific sounds reduced the latency to enter a ‘safe’ covered area within the novel
environment and caused birds to elicit a more prolonged corticosterone release in response to acute
stress. Anthropogenic stimuli increased the latency to feed in the novel environment and reduced the
amount of time the birds spent in the ‘safe’ area. These novel results suggest that exposure to
conspecific calls during pre-natal development can program the stress response resulting in a more risk
averse phenotype, which perhaps prepares the chick for the post-natal environment. Anthropogenic
stimuli may alternatively program maladaptive behaviours. Further work is required to elucidate the
longer term effects and the fitness consequences of such pre-natal acoustic stimuli.
Co-authors: Catherine Dunlavey and Jeroen Minderman, University of St Andrews
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